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I. INTRODUCTION

ABSTRACT

We discuss the renonnalization of the contour dependent gauge

invariant composite bilocal or string operator q(2) exp g I A dt
1 '1

in QCD, which one would naturally associate with the hadronic bound states.

We then discuss the short distance expansion of this operator as the end

points merge. We argue that some functional average over all possible

paths between x^ and x« may be the appropriate operator to describe

the mesonic modes in QCD and that the short distance expansion may provide
as

a valuable insight/to the nature of this functional average. Most of

our considerations are for smooth contours however we propose a simple vay

of treating on the Bane footing the additional divergences pointed out by

Polyakov due to sharp beads in the contour. The latter confirms the

conclusions reached for smooth contours.

Recently some interest has been focussed on the inter-relation between

the hadronic spectrum, wave functions, etc. and QCD perturbation theory '*

For example if one associates the matrix element ^ o | a W i(y)|M^ with

the Bethe-Salpeter wave function of a meson state denoted by M, then the short
*• o

distance expansion of the operator product q{x) q(y) as (x-y) •> 0 will
2)

determine the wave function at large relative momentum . However in the

latter case, since the product q{x) q(y) is not gauge Invariant, there will

be an explicit dependence on the gauge fixing parameter a in the gluon

propagator. Also It is not obvious how to relate this operator product to a

set of gauge invariant local operators. For this reason it may be more
3) !•)

appropriate to use the gauge invariant operator product *

U(x2,x1,C).i. (1)

where

exp

C is some contour between ^

Gell-Mann matrices of SU(3)].

and and are the usual

This operator is a candidate for interpolating the gauge invariant

hadronic model of QCD. However because of the dependence on the space-time

contour C, some functional average with respect to all paths may ultimately

provide the correct description of all the lowest energy states of the QCD

system. An example of such an averaged operator would be

-1-

' taj

where T ia an ordering parameter associated with the length of the paths

and the extra piece in the exponential is the weight factor. Such a functional

average :i»' naturally encountered when one reformulates QCD in terns of loop

function&lB - After integrating out the fermion fields, Makeenko and

Kigdal have pointed out that all the relevant Greens functions can be

extracted from the following generating function:



where

E
c

XYo)« Xf-r}

Xftl s x4

which can be recognized from the Hibbs-Feynnan path integral representation

of the trace of the Hair.iltonian evolution operator sp[e~i!^"] w i t h :'! replae-.i ty

it ~ m ) . -i)

Further, Migdal pointed out that the mesonic operator Eq.(l)

itself could be represented as a functional average over a particular sot of

closed Wilson loops containing the stretch of contour T

(U)

and for example W has a normalisation condition involving the same average

over all closed loops passing through the point x we have the interesting sum

rule

(5)

Eq.(5) relates the chiral symmetry breaking parameter in QCD to a certain

average over closed Wilson loops passing through a given point x.

We shall argue later in connection with the short distance expansion of (1),

that the functional average we are looking for should satisfy Just such a

normalization, namely

(6)

which replaces the condition e in

In this article we would like to discuss, from the point of view of

QCD perturbation theory, the renormalization of the class of composite operators

discussed above, In particular, to investigate the contour dependence and the

effect of an appropriate functional average. Our ultimate aim is to understand

the short-distance expansion of (l). These questions can be very effectively

- 3 .

Lnt.:.-rala intro.iuc^d by l.-rvui/ and :j.:veu " ' - AI:-'j:iOy ir.uch un.lor^tundin^ haj

beer, gained through <-h<- Jtudy v? A r e f ' v a " ' .us Ln^ t h i j alsoritiiai to Jtudy tin?

rencrm.ili~ation of the o l w d -rfilson loop. In th ia algorithm the operator

jhajo factor for an opra contour betvoon x, and *„ ian bt? wr i t t en in the

fcrrc

exp x (9) A>:

vhere x. a ) , and the functional a-

T

/ 0 )> it; ^Ivwn by

6 e *
(8)

Hence for example the vacuum expectation value of the Wilson loop is given by

U(C} = ,/2{T) *(0)> , (9)

where i it) - x (0) and z(T) = -z{0) and the vacuum functional is

evaluated in terms of the modified action

(10)

The Feymnan rules for this effective field theory for contour integrals

are given by

1 2
(11)

representing the z-propagator corresponding to the sketch of contour between

x. = x(o ) and x £ = x(o ) (the 6 function is due to the path ordering of

the matrices} and

i g (12)

- I t -



It it simple to verify by expanding the Wilaon loop in povers of the coupling
coaatant g that this algorithm generates the same expressionsa some of vttich

vlll he discussed in Sec.II.

If one examines the Wilson loop or phase factor defined in Eq.(l) and

further ignores the line integrals, then these operators do not appear to be

gauge invariant under the usual multiplicative renonualization. In fact they
1/2

do. not appear to be finite as * • U - n -»0 , since Bo(&) Z ' (e) ^ g^,

the renoriBWI lzed coupling constant, except In the special gauge for vhich

Z, • Z-. Here g^. BB> 2, and Z are, respectively, the bare and re-

noraalized coupling constants, the gluon vertex renormalization coupling

constant and the vave function renormalization constant. The answer to the

above apparent problem of course lies in the new divergences generated by the

line integrals, which can be associated with the z-field vave function Z

and gluon sertex renornalizatlon Z constants. The latter combine to give

th« OArrect coupling constant (i.e. charge) renonualization in the phase factor.

One can intuitively see why this should be so, by noting the z field is very

similar to an infinitely massive fermion interacting with the gluon in the

usual way, so that one can expect the usual charge renormalization to occur

and the SlaTOov*-Tsylo* Identity Z_./Zn =• Z /Z to ba satisfied. This ia one
3js I* 3 1

of the >ain results of Ref.9 and is also shown explicitly without reference to

II. THE BASIC DIVERGEHCE OF THE CQHTOUR

To order g2 the jihaee factor corresponds to the i-propagator re-

normalization correBpondlng to the diagram in Pig.l

Flg.l: a-fleld renermalization

__ _ _ corresponding to the evaluation of

O* O~ the Wilson phase factor for order
2

e •

This gives the expression (taking for the moment an open contour)

the s-field algorithm ty Dotsenfco and Vergelee 10) These works show

where e» i**1 s TrfAa Ab) and in order to identify the kind of renormaliiation

counter terms generated by the diagram, ve have added the test function* fio^)

and s ( O corresponding to the external lines. In dimension n - k -• th«

gluon propagator i)( an arbitrary covariaat gauge la given by the repreientation

= t
(13)

Because we do not understand some of the arguments in these references and for

completeness and clarity in the case of open contours and the extension ve

propose for contours with sharp bends, we briefly repeat the relevant parts «f

the analysis in Sec.II. InSec.III ve discuss the renormalization of the

•eson composite operator (l) In the case of saooth contours, for vhich ve

the path independence of the renorttLllzation constants. In Sec.IV ve use

was learned is Sec.Ill to develop the short-distance expansion of the contour

dependent gauge invariant mesonic operator QCD, discussing the contour

dependence and wbat ve can expect for the contour averaged operator, finally,

la Sec.V we conclude by shoving how the results can be extended to the ca*e

of contours with a sharp bend.

The singularities generated by the line integrals in n • 1» dimension can

be analysed in n • k - 6 dimensions, where ve expect l/« poles, by using the

expansions

Similarly for x (o«). Initially we use the repsrametrisation invarlance to

choose the parameter gauge x (o> » constant (i.e. x{o). x{o) • 0). Later we

shall discusB the independence of the results on such a choice, provided we

restrict ourselves to smooth contours. Using (12) one Immediately findB

-5- -6-



The first tern corresponds to a linear divergence and a pole at n - 3, it

generates after integration the contact term *)

Vhile the second term can be

(18)

identified with the wave function renormalization

dol
( V (19)

with

In the case of closed loops x (T) • x (a) , so that additional singularities

are generated as <J, + T and Og + 0. These end points exactly cancel the

above divergences, so the overall multiplicative constant Z = 1. However for

higher order graphs in the contour phase factor,(19) appears as a sub-

divergence and as we discuss below contributes to the overall cfcarge re-

normalization in the phase factor j « A d*.

In addition to the wave function renonnaliiation, we have vertex

renornftlization, due to the graph3 in Pig.2

11 a

a' a".

(a)
Flfl.2: Vertex ren

(b)
In t - f ie ld algorithm for the contour pha.se factors in

•) It is interesting to note if one dropped the path ordering this <livergenee

vould disappear since the distribution \ ;x ^- - y1 ™-« a-r 110,

Fi g 2(a) corresponds to the expression: (The colour factors are computed using
' 11) \

identities pointed out by Cvitanovic . Ithe

(20)

xt«f±).where l^ = a/3^;

the Euclidean representation

nost readlly evaluate tnis UBlng

V1

(21)

With it the Gauseian integral can be performed, leading to the factor

The divergences come from the region and the integral

which afierges after expandins all factors depending on °,, around ^

carrying out the ^ and a2 integrals. It is simple but tediou. to

that only the crossed terms in the tvo gluon propagators contribute to

divergeace leaving us with the expression

(22)

and

check

this

I (̂ •'l>*l>tjl *" Vl^i X^*'!*/-!^] J

(terms regular at n = It) ,



i . e .

+ (terms regular at n = h)

Q\ tO
This :an be proved formally to all orders by returning-'the vacuum functional
eff *

baaed on the effective action Eq.(lO) ana using a Ward identity baaed on

the variation ^ 4Zeff/6Jy(^, where J* is the source associated with the

A field. It is informative to see explicitly how the line integral divergences

collect to give the correct charge renormaliiation in the contour line phase

factor. The problem vas analysed in this way by Dotsenko and Vergeles In Ref.10.

The Wilson loop to order g corresponds to the diagrams in Fig.3

We notice that we did not need the parameter choice i (o),xvl{(i) = 0 in

evaluating the residue of the 1/0 pole.

The second graph corresponds to the expression

0 o

, etox.

(25)

-f

%. r^Cz_ _ j

!","--•.","! Gtoost

,

+ (terms regular at n = U) (26)

Again in expanding x(Og), x ( O etc, around a^, the most divergent part

leading to the l/e pole, does not involve any crossed products x ,'i. (a) and

hence does not depend on the parametrization of the path. Collecting together

{2k) and (26) we have the renormalization constant Z~z for the vertex (Eq.(l2))

i.e.

(2T)

Hence we observe that to this order the crucial Slavnov-Taylor identity is

satisfied, namely

,-^T.t-n ' (28)

Fig.3: Graphs in the expansion of the Wilson loop vacuum average to order g".

The dashed boxes denote the relevant divergent sub-diagrams.

It is simple to check using the previous integrals and by keeping

track of the residue of the l^e poles that the expansion in the bare fields

and coupling constants can be rewritten as follows in terms of the renormalized

fields:

(29)

The gp term vanished and Fig.3 givea all the relevant graphs for the

and gjj terms. Kq.s.(28) and (29) demonstrate that the trfield algorithm

reproduces QCD perturbation theory and can be used to analyse the renormaliiation

of the closed loop and open string operators. Furtheraore, for smooth contours

-9- -10-



(the only ones we have considered so far) the renonaaliiation constants and

nature of the divergences axe path Independent. Before leaving the discussion

ve note in the gauge; » = -3 that the contour divergences cancel among them-

Belves (see Eq.(28)).

III. RENORMALIZATIOM OF THE MESOHIC OPERATORS IN QCD

As rfcgards the renormaliiation of the contour phase factor, the sub-

divergences leading to the relationship (29) do not depend on whether the

contour is open or closed so that after renormalization ve have

e (30)

Although this has only been derived for the vacuum functional, it is simple to

see at least formally that it.should be true for this phase factor inserted
or

in any other Greens function/the theory. tSinee other Greens functions are
obtained by adding external sources and differentiating with respect to them,
th* latter tawing no bearing on the contour integrals responsible for the
divergences.] In the e-field algorithm the meson operator ( l ) is given by

(33)

where Zft. = ?„„ Z, z'

renonnalization constant.) 2Q

the diagram in Fig.lt

(Z- being the quark field wave function

corresponds to the divergence generated by

Fig.lt: Diagram renormaliiing

composite operator

Using the Feynman rules described in Sec.I, the diagram in Fig.b leads to the

expression

(31)

where K. • x(o ) and «„

we can think of the operator

x(a ) , x(a) representing contour C. Naively,

(32)

which,provided we assume ve can neglect the contour at infinity, 13 a gauge

Invariant splnor field. As regards the renormaliiation of (31) and in

particular the overall multiplicative ^normalisation constant, we can use the

notion that q(x. ,C) » 2(a) q,(x(a)) is a local composite operator in the

effective theory and is renormaliied in the usual way using the Feynman rules

of the z algorithm. Hamely ve can write

where in n dimensions the fermion propagator is given by

(35)

we expand the test spinor field q.(y) - q(x) + (y-x) 3^ <i(x) + ... and write

» X

(36)

where

-11-
-12-



I t * =

U"

r («•
and

"I

L II""* ) J
•V terms of same order in (x'-x) \

that
to expanding x (a1) »round x (o), v* see/only the firat tuo tenna contribute

to the l/€ pole and after evaluating the o' integral ve find

-13-

(3T)

Hence the renonnalliation constant Z™ is given

(39)

which implies that

cr

(39)

The latter is precisely the <iuark field wave ftmction renomaaiiation constant

In the gauge a • - 3 , in vhich as we saw for the Wilson loop, the various

contour divergent** cancel among theaselves. Further, tha divergent partt of

rdq) do oot'depmt en the term x(a). x(<r), e tc . , and can tie assorted Into

an overall multiplicative renormalizatlon constant, vhleh does not depend on

the path, at least for smooth contours. The caBe of non-smooth contours will

be briefly treated in Sec.V.

We have only briefly checked what happens at the two-loop level hy

calculating some of the diagrams in Fig.3. It appears that the same con-

clusions hold true and the Slavnov-Taylor identity for the i-field renonnaliiation

( i . e . contour divergence renormalization) can be used to formally prove

renormalliability to all orders in perturbation theory.

IV. SHORT-DISTANCE EXPAHSIOB OP THE MESOBIC OPERATOR

The short-distance expansion of the mesonic contour dependent

operator defined in E q . ( l ) i s at f i ra t s ight not obvious because of th« contour

dependence. Depending on the path t" x^ + Xg, v« aveep out di f ferent

contoura. In 3 e c . I I I we saw that the divergence of t h i s eewpottte operator

can be associated with the neighbourhood of the end points )^ and Xg,

respec t ive ly . Hence the or ig ina l contour r ploys a pasalve ro le in th»

- l i t -



that
sense fit is simply left behind aa tho new piece P , which depends on the path

x, * x_, Is added (see Pig.5) and completes the closed loop C in the limit

Fig.5: The closing of the Schvinger

Wilson phase contours as x,-»x_ for

the gauge invariant mesonic operator

in QCD. The contour r + T' iB denoted

by C

It therefore teems highly plausible that the correct short-distance expansion

is given by

J )

(1*0)

where (a) denotes the different types of operator, each of vhich contains

a closed loop factor U(i,x;Cl. For example, the quark operator of lowest

dimensions (twist) is given by

(Ul)

where ve note D Ud.i'jC) « 0. In QB) U • 1 because of the Dlrac condition

A.A dl • 0,2*/e,... In the latter case Eq.(3<i) would correspond to the

familiar twist quark two operator occurring in the OPE of the product of two

gauge Invariant electromagnetic currents. In Sees.II and III we saw that

the mesonic operator could be represented by q d g ) s(o 2) " ( o ^ q f ^ ) in

the *-field algorithm, one might in addition to the closed loop factor

»(T) i(ft) expect derivatives of the * fields to enter. However because of

the cancellation which leads to the multiplicative constant 2 for the

composite operator z(T) 1(0) being-'equal to unity., these terms are absent.

p'

It Is Bimple to see that, at least to order g , the renormalization of

(r*'(x,0 Is contour independent (sea below) and hence a^ iB the Wilson

coefficient C (« ,g,<5 to this order, satisfying the renormalization group
n

(RG) equation

-15-

(1*2)

where the anomalous dimensions v are given by

and Z are the renormalization constants of the operators 0* (i.e.

°nlRen " Zn °nlbare '" T h e B e «»°=isJ-ous dimensions only differ from those

in the operator product of two electromagnetic currents (see for example

Ref.12) by a constant v ™ • -3 0, g /l6w . The latter would also occur in

the expansion of the product q^Xg) q(x.) in the special gauge a • -3 as

explained in the previous section.where we indicated that the role of the

contour divergences disappears In this gauge.

The Feynman rules for calculating the renormalization constants for the

non-singlet quark operator in Eq.{l*l) are given by the graphs In Fig^£(a) to (c).

Fig.b(c) is the piece corresponding to the Wilson loop phase factor U(x,xt0)

to order g. The relevant lowest order Feynman graph* are given by Fig*6(d)

to (g). Fig.6(d) corresponds to the usual case encountered la the current

product for which U • 1, while Figv6(e), (f) and (g) are the new diagram*

generated by the loop phase factor. The first diagram corresponds to the over-

all resormalizatlon constant for the closed loop as discussed in Sec.II,

where it is shown to be zero (i.e. Z * 1). Fig.6(f) correspond* to the

expression

+ terms regular at n > It

-16-



•>A •
.rr

C)0

d) A* A*A
e)

Fig.6: (a)-(c) give the various vertices in the perturbation treatment of

the renormaliiation of the non-singlet operator {3k). (d) gives the usual

diagrams to order g in the renormaliz&tion of the twist two non-singlet quark

operators. (e)-{g) give the extra divergence due to the Wilson loop factor.

-17-

where we have used the Feyrunan gauge. The last Integral was encountered in

Sec.Ill ajid yields a potentially singular integral

A*
(••5)

However expanding x(o) around x both at a - 0 and a = T yields the

integral

(W)

i.e. for closed loops the pole at n = It vanishes. The same conclusion is

also reached for the term in Fig.6(e), which corresponds to the expression

In the latter case ve have a l/|s| pole at a = 0 and a [(T-a)| pole at T • 0.

However this is the sane as integrating the singularity l/|c| over an interval

[-5,6] which when treated correctly as a distribution will give a vanishing

contribution (13)- Hence for smooth contours and at least to order g , the

renormalization constants for the operators 0 (x,0 are independent of

1""" n
the contour. [The same analysis appears to go through for the gluon operators

and for the mixed contributions.]

Since ve do not attach any dynamical significance to a particular

contour, we expect the appropriate object to be the path averaged meson

operator MtjL.Xp). It is natural to assume the appropriate functional average

over paths to have the property

w(c)

ie

i±i

vhich replaces the condition a J = 1 in QED. With Eq.(Ul) the short-

distance expansion of Mtx^.Xg) will be

-16-



T. f»1

with the Wilson coefficients l»in« ( m m d by the anomalous dimensions

- Y where «"e t h o s e encountered in the OPE of two electromagnetic
CF* ™**~* ~ ' Q

currents. In particular, for non-singlet operators we have

(50)

where in U9) and'(50) the operators 0,U) are the same as those

encountered in deep inelastic scattering . ^Here we have ignored the
resettling of the contoursJ A further argument as to the

reasonableness of (U8) can be obtained using the Haag, NiBhiJima and Zimmermann
formalism for defining a local composite field describing a meson state with

flavour and heliclty labels aS (i.e. q, q_). This is defined by
0 B *•*»„.

discussed in the introduction involve fractal contours (i.e. Ji(cr)| is
differ

infinite almost everywhere), however the path itself does not/too far from

a smooth contour. Our suggestion deala with this situation.

Fig.?: Contours with sharp bend*.

A sharp bend in the contour could be considered as a break in the contour, so

for example a closed string Fig.T(a) is in some sense to be treated as an. open
two

string and by the sane token an open string Flg.7(b) as^strings. Alternatively, one

could consider in the z-field algorithm z(a) i(a) at a bend to be a non-trivial

composite operator, which has to be renormalized according to a new Feynmen rule.

We recall for smooth contours one had the rule »(o2) ?(o) *(<J) 5(«.) =
 z(<>2) ̂ (a^)

for the hare theory. However this will no longer be true if there is a bend at

a . The basic new divergence, as pointed out by Polyakov in Ref.5,is given

by the diagram in Fig.7(c) which corresponds to the expression

cm
(51)

where r is an arbitrary path. It is natural to identify the Bethe-Salpeter

wave function X,a(£>p) u i
i.e.

0 with the n = 0 Wilson coefficient in

X a B U , p ) . For arbitrary r we expect the

right-hand aide of (51) to yield • = q (x) e ^ 1g(x)> where the

loop goes along some arbitrary path 0. The physically more appealing

association • o(x) = : q (x) q - W ; is obtained with (U8).

Y. HOB-SMOOTH CONTOURS

Everything we have discussed so far depended crucially on smooth
contours. However if we consider a contour with a discontinuity in x{a),
then a new type of divergence is generated. This was pointed out "by
Polyatov in Hef.5, who further suggested that/could pose problems for gauge
field dynamics in terms of Wilson loops. We believe that we have found a
possible answer to this problem which depends on the interpretation of
these divergences within the z-field algorithm. The kind of path averages

-19-

(52)

In the Feynman gauge this leads to the following divergent

: ; ^
[|(W)i.((rt+to1i«i»tWl

(53)

where i(a ' ) + 5t (u) as <J' •* a - 0 and x(a") •• x+(a) aa o" -» o + 0. The
denominator in the last piece vanishes as o' = o" = o so that both terms
generate a 1/6 pole, with the result

-20-



X

6a • 0 if i+(d) » x (a). Eq.(54) suggests that we should add a mass gap
counter term Sa z[a) z{o) to the i-field action, which removes the infinity
induced by a Jump in x M. This would lead to a renormalized term
S(Y) *(«) »(C) depending on the counter angle COSY » i+ i_/li+ | |x_| .
However, since the Jump only occurs at one time o = o^, this would have to
he inserted as a 6 function In the Lagrangian density. If we instead consider
a multi-kink configuration, in which a smooth curve is replaced by an R
tided polyagon as in Fig.8 then the z-field action is replaced by

(55)

Fia.8: Polyagon contour
apprerbmtlng a fractal

contour

In the limit K -* • , in principle we can let [X(<J)| •* • almost everywhere,

such that |i{o)|/I tends to a constant, i.e. i(o) • I i{o} , vhere x{o}
Is the value corresponding to some smooth curve interpolating the polyagon.

Hence in the limit H + - o 1 + 1 - al » 1/H, ve can replace

i{o) 6(<j-o,) 8(o.+1 - o) by x{a) fi(a-<j,) and the suam&tion over i by

the integral over a^. Hence we obtain the following nev action after

taking care of the renonoalliatioa due to the klnxa:

•tore the mass gap m is independent of cr because of reparametriiation

invarlance, assumed for the contours. The new i-field propagator is given

by (o-o'ja) • e1™^"0'' eto-u1). eaid one can repeat the exercises in

Sees.ii and H i . All the. results will- remain unehsiig^,, $c$e,j>V fift an addttionai
mass renormaliaation, vhich will leaa to a multiplicative phase depending on

m.

For the lower order diagram in Fig.l we now have the expression

(57)

vhere the fractal x^Ca) contour is replaced by the smooth Bean contour xvia)

(see Flg.8). This leads to the divergent integral

T

0

i - n

(56)

(58)

Hence if ve extract the residue of the pole at n - k, ve obtain the results of
Sec.II for the wave function renormaliiation. However aa one vould expect
ve encounter a mass renormalizatloa as well. Apart fro* the latter one can
see that the divergences not depending on mast a will always have a residue
independent of the contour slope xto), ao the ahave arguments presented
here for smooth contours go through also for contours with kinks.

The case of Intersecting contours appears to be fundamentally
different and may have aoinethinr N rto with a non-trivial nev interaction.
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